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			New & Used Forklifts
				To Drive Your Business Forward
			

			With five Northeast locations, a team of experienced technicians, and an extensive inventory of new & used forklifts, Summit ToyotaLift can help you get the job done – whatever that may be.
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			Find a Forklift

			The right forklift will fit your work environment and its demands in several key areas. 
This tool will walk you through the most important considerations to find the best forklifts for your needs.

            
                What is the maximum weight you need to lift?
                Less than 3,000 lbs
3,000 - 6,999 lbs
7,000 - 9,999 lbs
10,000 - 17,499 lbs
17,500 - 24,999 lbs
25,000 - 35,999 lbs
36,000 - 54,999 lbs
55,000 - 69,999 lbs
70,000 - 100,000 lbs
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			Join the Team

			Work alongside best-in-class innovators in a fast-paced and rewarding environment. Summit ToyotaLift is looking for talented and deeply committed individuals to join our team and make a difference.

			Submit Your Resume
		

	
	
		
			From the Summit Blog

			Safety, maintenance, and purchasing information on everything from lug nuts to lifts.

				10 Types of Warehouse Storage Solutions and Systems
Warehouse storage has evolved significantly, growing in complexity over the years. Today, facilities have access to a diverse range of options for handling and storing goods. In this article, we will outline 10 distinct types of storage solutions and systems, encompassing both traditional and automated alternatives.
Read More
	5 Steps to Modernizing Your Warehouse
In today's rapidly evolving business landscape, the need for modernizing your warehouse operations has become more critical than ever before. From automation to data analytics, there are numerous strategies you can employ to transform your warehouse into a well-oiled, efficient machine. In this blog post, we'll explore the five essential steps to modernizing your warehouse.
Read More
	Make Safety a Priority in Your Warehouse Operations
Warehouse safety is not just a regulatory requirement; it is a cornerstone of efficient operations and a commitment to the well-being of your employees. In this blog, we’ll explore the importance of making safety a top priority in your warehouse and practical steps to achieve it.
Read More


		

	
	
		
			
				Our Locations

					Connecticut & HQ ›
						North Haven, CT

						Phone: (203) 239-5351
	Eastern CT ›
						Plainfield, CT

						Phone: (860) 642-4377
	Massachusetts ›
						Agawam, MA

						Phone: (413) 789-4537
	NYC Long Island ›
						Commack, NY

						Phone: (631) 236-4466
	Hudson Valley ›
						Walden, NY

						Toyota: (845) 764-8466

						Bobcat: (845) 569-8195


			

		

		

		

	
	
		
			Equipment & Expertise to Help You Get the Job Done

			
				
					
                                            

				

				
					Whether you are looking to buy a forklift, rent a forklift, or repair one, Summit ToyotaLift has you covered. We are the Northeast’s leading forklift dealership, and with nearly 70 years of experience, we have the forklift inventory, expertise, and footprint to deliver exactly what you need, when you need it. Summit ToyotaLift also provides unmatched forklift service and support, including forklift maintenance and repairs for all makes and models.

					Contact a specialist
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                63 Mall Drive
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            Hudson Valley
            
                2500 Route 208 

                Walden, NY 12586
            
            
                Toyota: (845) 764-8466

                Bobcat: (845) 569-8195
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